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I once took a graduate course, from a well-published and finely educated
writer, on the topic of voice. In the first moments of the class, several of us
audaciously asked the instructor to define the term. A few minutes into her
answer, I sensed confusion in the classroom. After 10 more minutes of wander-
ing discussion, it became clear that our teacher couldn't handle this most basic
query. She knew it when she read it, she said to our amazement, but who could
hope to define voice or its literary twin, style?
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Today, after years of teaching voice myself—and of continuing my own
writing—I finally understand my instructor's confusion. While ali writers crave
an individual style, and while we yearn for a distinctive voice for ourselves or
the subjects we profile, those goals remain among our greatest challenges, and
even experienced practitioners can retreat into debates over their mystery.
Many science writers also must contend with journalistic precepts that subju-
gate or even eliminate individual style. In this chapter I review the complica-
tions and examine the tools of voice and style, concluding with exercises that
should help writers identify and hone their own.

When writers for the New York Times or the Modern Language Association
or the New England Journal of Medicine talk of style, they often mean the strict
rules of spelling, punctuation, abbreviation, and other usage as set forth in hal-
lowed style manuais. Style is also used, more colloquially, to describe writing
according to purpose or profession: academic, scientific, journalistic, digital,
bureaucratic, literary, postmodern, and só forth. For academics, style hás clas-
sical roots in Aristotle, Cicero, and that granddaddy of Rhetoric, Hermogenes.
who rated style as grand, middle, or plain. Writer Ben Yagoda, in his The Sound
on the Page: Style and Voice in Writing (2004), defines style as how a writer "uses
language to forge or reflect an altitude toward the world."

For the purpose of this chapter, let's define voice as a writer's personality
on the page. Style is the personality imposed on our writing by outside rules
and/or our own techniques and mindset. Voice is an individual writing person-
ality, whether distinctively our own, one we recount or create, or, sometimes
inescapably, both.

In these definitions, style is what would differentiate renditions of the
American National Anthem by Barbra Streisand, Eminem, Charlie Parker.
Buckwheat Zydeco, and Plácido Domingo. The tune and words are the same.
but what a difference style makes. Voice would be when you hear the same
patriotic song performed by Parker, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Billie
Holiday, and Wynton Marsalis. It's ali jazz—the same style—but they'ré ali dif-
ferent voices. In science writing, style and voice mean we could assign the same
topic to Natalie Angier, Oliver Sacks, John McPhee, Diane Ackerman, Edwarc
O. Wilson, David Quammen, and Annie Dillard, and the results could be as dif-
ferent as hearing that high C "land of the freeeeee" from Eminem and then
from Billie Holiday.

For writers, style and voice flow from straightforward elements such as
rhythm, punctuation, verb tense, word choice, sentence construction, adjec-
tives and adverbs, and lack of adjectives and adverbs, as well as larger artistic
mysteries of attitude, tone, structure, topic, and perception. With voice, what
we do not write is as important as what we do. With style, we make readers feel
a certain way without mentioning that feeling. Some examples:
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Paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould employed an almost Victorian formal-
:srn in his writing, to underscore his wondrous view of the smallness of
humanity confronted by the might of anthropological time. His nearly con-
traction-free columns in Natural History magazine liberallv included "rather,"
"moreover," "I will confess," and "it seems," plus the positing of rhetorical ques-
tions to which his answers already seemed clear.

Poet and nature writer Diane Ackerman also favors rhetorical queries,
?ut she extends them with strings of phrases and images. adding linguistic
riavor and emotion, pushing deeply into each detail, engaging her full poetic
mstincts, broadening metaphors and empowering emotions, developing each
s<mtence's rhythms, piling on and on, lyrically, beautifully, until we ask, ho\\~
.iões she sustain it ali? She then concludes (as I'm doing herei with a brief
ieclaration.

Nature essayist David Quammen combines numbers, theories, and criem-
içai names with blunt memoir and adventurous word choice to probe his life.
rast and present, amid the inherently metaphorical outdoors. He once con-
trasted his early adulthood to the formulaic measurement of glacial ice flow.

In his articles and essays, food writer Alton Brown uses the same quirky
language, crystalline explanations, and self-deprecation that define the on-air
stvle of his television cooking shows. "A big bowl of goo," Brown writes in a Bon
A?petit article on the science of baker's yeast and his first childhood experience
•.vith it. "It was big," he added, "it was sticky, oozing, and kinda smellv." \Vith
"kinda" and "way cool" and "plain ole dead" and his trademark first-person
-r.ie, I could practically hear Brown speaking on the page.

Many writers mistakenly believe that voice and style arise only from beau-
tiful writing. But a trait as simple as clarity, especially when clear thought
matches lucid expression, can create its own voice. Consider the "highlighter
:est." I developed this teaching moment by ruining entire copies of Annie Dil-
lard's Pilgrim at Tinker Creek and John McPhee's The Pine Barrens. In néon yel-
low, I highlighted the obviously lyrical passages or phrases in each book. A
quick ruffling of pages demonstrates swatches of yellow on most Dillard pages,
while the yellow flashes are rare for McPhee.

Does this mean Dillard is a better stylist than McPhee? Only if vou focus
on prose poetry. A deeper analysis of McPhee shows that his style and voice are
defined by brilliant structures and striking clarity. Few readers, including those
expert in geology, ecology, engineering, and other fields he explores, would
question McPhee's research or metaphors. His explanatory and structural mas-
:erv assumes, as he once said, that his readers are smarter than he is, and his
voice is as solidly subtle as his viewpoint.

In contrast, we have the famous opening scene in Pilgrim, in which a
home-coming cat tracks its bloody paws on a sleeping Dillard. As beautifully
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written and assertively expressed as the scene is, readers have since learned that
it fails the accuracy test of a middle school journalism class. Turns out Dillard
didn't own a cat at the time, and she did not, therefore, grieve when said phan-
tom cat died, as she later wrote. Her Pilgrim Pulitzer was for nonfiction, but we
wonder how much is "non" even as we are impressed with her poeticism and
enthralled by her relentless philosophizing.

For many science journalists, the quest for objectivity stymies two of the
most valuable tools of style and voice—opinion and emotion. In U.S. maga-
zines with a reputation for the best writing (The New Yorker, Outside, The
Atlantic Monthly, Vanity Fair, Harper's, among others), most contributors rely
on a freedorn of opinion and expression not permitted in daily newspapers or
other magazines. That's why newspapers and news magazines, even those that
regularly win Pulitzers, sometimes can't match the best writing in our most lit-
erary magazines and narrative books. Emotion sets our voices free.

Remember, too, that the style of some writing is determined as much by
the publication as by its writers. Although more individuality is encouraged
today than in the past, Time and Newsweek are still defined by their breezy
quips, instant analysis, and inherent readability. Compare that style with that of
another weekly, The New Yorker, which most often presents pyramidal narra-
tive, assertive intellectualism, and a density of sophisticated language. A good
writer can adopt a house style and still strive to be uncommon.

A science writer also knows that style must fit content and purpose. You
should use different styles for a news report on the discovery of life evidence on
Mars, an investigation of cost overruns on the latest Mars mission, and a philo-
sophical contemplation of a possible human expedition to the Red Planet. It's
also fine to change your trademark personal style and voice, as you develop and
change as a writer.

Here are a few exercises that should help you, first, to understand more
about how style and voice are created and, second, to find or hone your own
writing personality:

i. Study strong voices. Learn to identify specific technical elements of
voice and style. Read the text and make lists; underline words or
phrases. It gets easier the more you do it. As an example, Dillard's
Pilgrim hás a fascinating combination of lyrical and clunky lan-
guage to present her views on the cruel beauty of the struggle for
survival in nature. "Eternal chomp," she calls it. I once spent an
hour underlining examples of this courageous technique in her
book. Other strong voices in science writing include Ackerman,
Gould, and lan Frazier. You also might record and study a speaking
voice. For instance, the current president of the United States dis-
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plays distinctive vocabulary, diction, and expression. Can you iden-
- tiiy the five or six traits that define the presidential voice?

i. Imitate. Van Gogh learned to paint by copying Rembrandt and
Delacroix; you should try copying too. Write a paragraph or scene
in the style of, let's say, Diane Ackerman, \vith the goal of a reader
being unable to tell the difference betvveen your work and hers.
Exchange and discuss imitations with writing compatriots. Notice
how a small change in word choice can alter a voice; notice, too,
how style and voice cannot be divorced from content. One verb will
sound more like Gould than like Ackerman. As you experiment
with different imitations, pay attention to which ones seern the eas-
lest for you to create, or the most difficult. That comfort levei is an
important clue for the next set of exercises, when you begin to
sharpen your own style and voice.

£ Freewriting and journaling. Freewriting involves putting your fin-
gers to pen or keyboard for a certain number of minutes each
day—10 or só, to begin—and writing about the first thing that
comes to mind and continuing to write about it without lifting
your fingers and not worrying about punctuation or speling or
language or even how to express yourself but sticking to the subject
and trying to relate the first thoughts that come into your mind and
then to begin to stop thinking só much about what you're writing
and the rules and ali that and begin to realize that you're seeing
some patterns here and there, maybe some rhythms, maybe some
words choices and structural similarities that, after daily freewrit-
ing for two weeks, you go back with a beer or cup of coffee and see
a trend or something that is distinctly you. Another option is a
journal, in which you write about one moment from every day of
your life for a month and describe, as deeply as you can, how you
felt during that moment, without worrying about how you express
yourself or whether anyone will read it. The goal for both exercises
is to let your instincts emerge and then study the results as closely
as you did in exercise (i) above. Underline your own writing; list
your own techniques.

4. Tape yourself. Have someone record you without your knowing it,
in a meeting or during dinner-table conversation. Analyze how you
speak; consider whether that is the wayyou think. If só, it likely will
touch on the way you do or should write, without the professional
restrictions of style manuais or editorial dictate.

5. Revise for style. Pick three paragraphs from the New York Times
science section and rewrite them in the style of Family Circle
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magazine, a graduate term paper, The New Yorker, a newspaper edi-
torial, a memo for a federal agency, and, finally, an e-mail to your
i6-year-old niece. Which was easier? What techniques did you use?
Which did you avoid?

6. Dorít write whatyou know. Especially at first, try avoiding subjects
you are close to. I once had a student whose job was to write about
AIDS for a government agency. She chose to write about AIDS in
class, too, but found it difficult to break out of the bureaucratic
style required at work. Só I suggested she write about anything but
AIDS. It worked; she began to write with more freedom and flair.
Later, if you decide to follow the classic advice and write what you
know, you might try doing it from a wildly different perspective to
help detect your own style. If you are a news journalist or corpo-
rate/agency writer, for instance, compose (privately) an editorial
about the persons or topics you cover. Freed from the conventions
of your profession or workplace, you should begin to use tech-
niques that reveal genuine voice. Notice how passion and opinion
can be essential tools for style. What do you detect in these exer-
cises that is different from your everyday writing?

7. Examine your personal letters or e-mails. This writing often is
designed to express feelings rather than ideas, to speak casually
rather than publicly. You may therefore display hints of your voice
more easily than in the serious writing for which you strive profes-
sionally. I recently wrote a quick e-mail to a friend about a Cub
Scout meeting, of ali things, that was more fun to write and, I sus-
pect, to read than the various memos to the dean's office that my
academic job sometimes requires.

In the end, your writing personality is confirmed by how comfortable you
are with it. Amid ali the exercises, text analysis, and rhetorical debate, you w_
feel more attuned to that personality the more you use it. Even if you car.:
define either term, the more you give voice and style to your words, the more
singularly individual a writer you will become.


